[Clinical evaluation of dynamic MRI in the re-diagnosis of therapeutic effect and recurrence after transcatheter arterial embolization for hepatocellular carcinoma].
We evaluated re-diagnostic ability of dynamic MRI as compared with T2 weighted image in the diagnosis of primary therapeutic effect and tumor recurrence after transcatheter arterial embolization (TAE) for hepatocellular carcinoma. Thirty-four nodules in 30 patients with hepatocellular carcinoma were estimated based on operative and angiographic findings. According to the time when dynamic MRI was taken, nodules were classified as a short-term observation group consisting of 15 nodules obtained within a month after TAE, or as a long-term observation group consisting of 19 nodules obtained over a month after TAE. In the short-term observation group, sensitivity, specificity, accuracy was 89%, 100%, 93% on dynamic MRI and 78%, 67%, 73% on T2WI, respectively. In the long-term observation group, these were 94%, 100%, 95% on dynamic MRI and 100%, 33%, 89% on T2WI and 94%, 67%, 89% on Lipiodol-CT, respectively. In both groups, dynamic MRI was superior in accuracy. Conclusively, we consider that dynamic MRI is a most accurate diagnostic method that should be added to routine MRI after TAE. Especially in the case diagnosed positive on T2WI, the usefulness of dynamic MRI should be emphasized to determine the schedule of the therapy, because the cases that were false positive on T2WI were accurately diagnosed on dynamic MRI.